GXP TRAINING
"Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world." Nelson Mandela

GMP REFRESH
OUR PROPOSAL
More than 1,000 people trained every year
183 Italian companies
19 Foreign companies
150 tailored training courses in the last two years

Why train with CTP SYSTEM?

CHOOSE YOUR TRAINING MODULES
CUSTOMIZED TOPICS

STARTER TOPICS

Normatives
Utilities
Metrology
Maintenance
Cleanrooms
Water for Pharmaceutical Production
GMP in QC Laboratory
IT & Computer Systems

+

Sterilization
Lyophilisation
Injectables
Oral Solids
Liquids
High Potency

Contact us for a customized quote for
training you and your team in-house:

Feel free to propose
a topic to combine!

+39 348 7410937
nikoleta.fotiadou@ctpsystem.com

DURATION

All the Courses have a duration of 4 hours.

COURSES
REQUIREMENTS

MAKE EXCELLENCE
A HABIT

OUR APPROACH
& TUTORS

Who should attend?

Here are some of the new
training courses that will be
launching soon, but we’re also

Our learning approach is proven to
improve knowledge retention.
Our tutors are recognized as experts in
their field, offering an excellent
learning experience that our delegates
rate as first class. They are trained to
understand and meet your different
learning needs, and have years of
practical industry experience.

Ideal for new starters or if you need
a “refresher”.
What will I learn?

An overview of one of the 8 refresh
topics.
Can I propose a main topic too?

open to suggestions if you’re
looking for training to a
particular standard , or would
like to combine elements of one

Feel free to propose a main topic to
combine to the refresh ones!

course with another, talk to us
and we’ll do our best to find a
solution!

CHOOSE CTP
IN-HOUSE TRAINING IF:

• you want to train a group of people
• you want the training structured to the needs of your organization
• you want to save money on travel and accommodation

WWW.CTPSYSTEM.COM

